
PRACTICAL INFORMATION 
 

How to reach L’Aquila from Rome Fiumicino Airport 
 
 

 
 
 

A) Direct bus Fiumicino airport (Bus Station)  L’AQUILA (Hotel Amiternum 
Station)

 
Bus company: GASPARI BUS  
Duration: 2h 15 min 
Price: 16 Euros 
for Timetable and Reservations http://www.gasparionline.it/en/ 
(you can buy ticket also at the arrival without reservation) 
 

 
 
From Hotel Amiternum station you can take a taxi or a bus to reach the city center. 
 

http://www.gasparionline.it/en/


B) Transfer to Rome + Bus Rome-L’Aquila 
 
B.1) Rome Fiumicino FCO  ROME City Centre  

 
Train from Railway station Rome Fiumicino  
to Roma Tiburtina Station 
Company: Trenitalia  
Duration: 40/45 min 
Price: 8 Euros 
(you can buy tickets at the station) 
 

B.2) Bus ROME (Tiburtina Station) – L’AQUILA 
 
Bus Company: TUA / ARPA http://www.arpaonline.it/ 
Duration: 1h 30 min / 2 hours, depending on the departure time (traffic reasons) 
Price: 11,50 Euros 
The bus station TIBUS (Tiburtina Bus station) is outside the Tiburtina railway station, on 
the other side of the road (you can buy tickets at the station) 
 
With this but you can stop either at Hotel Amiternum OR ask to stop at QUESTURA 
(Police Station) bus station, from where you can easily reach the city center by walk.  
 
 
 
 
 
The bus TUA/ARPA can be used for any transfer from Rome city center to L’Aquila 
and back. There are something like 20 routes every day on each way. 
 
 
 
 

OTHER TIPS  
 
If you are planning to stay in Rome before or after the meeting, you can reach also Rome city 
center from the airport (or back): 
 
- with the direct train to Roma Termini (the main railway station) 
From the railway station Rome Fiumicino 
Duration: 30 min 
Price: 14 Euros 
 
- or by bus 
Bus company: http://www.terravision.eu (to Termini station) or 
http://www.sitbusshuttle.com/en/fiumicino/ (to Termini station or Vatican) 
Duration: around 40 min 
Price: 4/5 Euros

 

 

 

 

http://www.terravision.eu/
http://www.sitbusshuttle.com/en/fiumicino/


Accommodation and seminar venue in L’Aquila 
 
As you can see in the map, we have different venues:  
 

1) University of L’Aquila, Rectorate (via G. Di Vincenzo 16B) 
2) University of L’Aquila, Roio site (piazzale Ernesto Pontieri, Roio) 
3) University of L’Aquila, Coppito site (piazzale S. Tommasi 1, Coppito) 
4) University of L’Aquila, Future Rectorate (via Camponeschi, historical center) 

 
L’Aquila was interested by a terrible earthquake in 2009, so the whole city center is 
interested in the reconstruction. We will have the opportunity to visit re-construction sites 
and the progress in the implementation of the “Smart city” in the city center and this will 
give us the opportunity to visit also some touristic spots. 
 
We suggest you to choose an accommodation in the city center and here you can find a 
list of hotel and B&B (not exhaustive of course, so you can find more online…) 
 

- Hotel Castello hotelcastelloaq.com 
- Hotel Ferdinando II hotelfedericosecondo.it 
- Hotel San Michele stmichelehotel.it 
- B&B Il Vicoletto ilvicolettolaquila.it 
- B&B Palazzo Cappa bbpalazzocappa.it 
- B&B Celestino V bbcelestino.com 
- B&B Don Bosco 
- Hotel Residence Azzurro hotelazzurro.it 

- Hotel Amiternum hotelamiternum.it 
 

 

http://www.hotelcastelloaq.com/
http://www.hotelfedericosecondo.it/
http://www.stmichelehotel.it/
http://www.ilvicolettolaquila.it/
http://bbpalazzocappa.it/
http://www.bbcelestino.com/
http://www.hotelazzurro.it/
http://www.hotelamiternum.it/

